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An Operation ofMath. Aspects of

Top Insulators

1.trypoint:IGHE

Tako 2DGaAs (inforface between two

matorials) at many lour tomp, and strong parp,

magnetic lol, d
2->

#-/
Apply stactric listed in X direction.

Due to magnetic hotel in direction there
a

will be a HALL CURRENT in the direction.
Hall conductance: 8x

i =Y.



Simplest model:classical EM
Lorentzhorse on 5:Ml hat for

darity)
F =g8 aB

At equilibrium this should squal two

loves due to the stactric Rold:

qUaB =qE =q
=>UX =

d1181) 1B11
.

know Fyog-djocurrent
densinany

No also In=charge
density)

->Sy
=EP =Aqu tell

= n =B1.
& oll IIB11

So expect that as we increase ofdensity in

or decrease IIBH, we'll soon a har incons

in 8xy,

Experimental observation (non Kilitzing, 1979):
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Export pink plotfrom our calculation.

observe purple quantized plot in experiment.

WI+y?

Answer:"Algobraic topology ofspaces ofquantum
mechanical Hamiltonians".

2. Some words on topology beyond Oand
⑦.

* A discrete space D has ISYEOpon(D) UseD.

Think of D =T, T,,...



*for any top. sp. S, itis called

"connected "

iffcontinuous map fi5-90,isany
constant,

The conn comp. are the collation ofmaximal

conn. subsets.

For
any discreto D, continuous fis-D, f

is constant on connected components of5.

IGEA:Takes as topological space ofQM

Hamiltonians. Ifwe succeed to find a
continuous map fis-D s.f. If(SI
is the ofconn comp. of S then we

arrios at a "complete ↑
p. classification

1/

&S by fis-D. Eor.incaviareneNote on Conn. 2s. path conn. qzy.
④ SDalia an aquinnot

on by

sis if Icons, map Vial]-5:

103=s, 81D=5(path Vises).

T1S): =SJES1seS} sotofpath



conncomp

If10(S( = 1, S is path-connected.

Any AS-D cont is const. Within PCCs.

Indeed, assume otherwise. Then fofila, i-D is not[const, but Co,] is conn. & for is cont. 1.

Claim!Path-conn. > conn Iconverse is false!)
Top, sine curre

E(x, sim(53) <R/xtCo,i}
So two notions are distinct,but the distinction is

exotic (sp. mustbe NOT locally pain conn
Since path-conn, is simpler, we concentrate on that

ULTIMATE GOAL:find a continuous

fis-D which lifts to a bjoction

E!+65) -> D.

BASIC PRINCIPLE:

EXPERIMENTAL QUANTIZATION & STABILITY

↑
CONTINUITY PROPERTY OFTOP. INNARIANT

INTO DISCRETESPACE.



"Identifying two ambient topology ofspace ofQM

Hamiltonians will prodict what kind oftrimental

parturbations laze top, invariant constant.... "

J. QM Models ofInsulators

QM ofnon int &in solids
conf. TB odgs

Iconfiguration space (Rd, 79, 4"xN,...

Hilbort sp. H =L(IX) * CN
↑
int. Dof (spin ...

Df.: A "material"is a linear S.A. op.

HiH -1
which is"local":

11 SOx, H5ySlIgNX Csmxy1*(,ye:X
-

NxN matrix

Claim:The space oflocal S.A. bdd.
ep. on

CYLON is path.com, withslsp
topfrom ofnorm. Top.



Proof: 408 I be a local S.A.
ep.

and define

v(f) i

=(1- f)H +11

Note:-1is local

- sum of local is local

- 8i[0, 17- 8(93(*(9(0(N) is cont

and homes restricted to slop
remains conti

> any local S.A. boldofis

path-cona, to 1.

=>Use Insulators"from the file:

Def.8 A"matorial"Itis "an insulator quer
1/

iff (SCH), the spandum of H.

claim:If Itis "an insulator quera" Tom the

2000 tomp. DC concluc. ofIt is

z0r0,

Prof: Kobo formula.
* Y 1

*
SCH)



*Random ofexhibita more general gap
cond, called "mobility gap"for which

I also has 2000 DC cord,

Many analytic harcles.

Will not commentfurther.

Now it is door that space ofinsulators

contains at least 3 PCCs por fixed (0):
①spa. all below 0.

② spoc, all above 0.

③ spoc, about and bolow 0.

first two classes not so inforesting.

It turns out that the third class harbon
Breaks into 7 PCCs IF dE2N.

d =2 is the aforementional IRHE,D =1, f =8..

3.) Concrete models for the ICHECHERN
#.

①Landon Hamiltonian (param. by BER)

X =M
,
N = 1

·
/ pos. op.

H =
(P- IBBn)

2

&(H) =B(2No+1) we many gaps.



· # ofsigonzales bolo e

② IBHEHamiltonian (param, by a (R)

x= 12,N = 2,

Rirightshifton inaxis:(B4((x) =4(x-9)

H =[R,*((0-151 +Rn* (83-i1) +h,c7+a10

·(H) = U Ira+simckz)+[a +coschske)]
k,kzf[0,2π]

If a=2 ifgap about z0N.

&x(0) = S
I1 AtI (0,2)

O 191>2

(From though the
space ofall models has

PCCs, this family ofmolts only explores

So,I as a maries on R1.



3.2. Afland-Zirubanor Symme Classes

Around 1005 it was realized that

restricting the space of insulators further by

imposing symm, constraints leads to richer

classification.

One popular scheme is due to Aliland & Zirnhanor,

originally from random matrices:

Let D0:18-19 by antirunitary:(TR)
⑰
"
=**but Iis anti-Klin;

⑭(x4) =244 (t4).

[4,447 = (4,44
⑭2 =11

It is TRI C [H, 0] =0.

② E:1-1 anti-unitary (particle-hold

z2 =11

It is PHS(> [H, z3 =0
Both #and %commute w/ position op.

③ π i
=E chiral symm.)



Itis chiral iff [H, TZ =0.

I could be moon ifnotTRI/PHS!
All together, I

10 1AE) symm, classes

I
10

symm. spaces /Classical gps.

10 Difford alg. Morita classes

of
j



4. The Chiral ID Example

Lof H =2" (K) *DEN =(E(7210(N)*(2"(7(00r)
--

=:ff+ 16
-

Implement ⑰ (chiral symm) as

π i =(tx,0 7 *

=>[H, M3 =0E H =- 7
S 0

7 S: H
++H- np

necessarily S.A.

[H,T3 =0 - S(H) symm, about z000,

So I to sety
=0.

=>OFSCH) => S is importible.



Morrobor. It is local ifis local

Example:S:=R, right shift (R41(=4(x-1) (x-TH).

No find that the space ofspectrally gapped)

chiral insulators is isomorphic to the space

A :=[S<819(*(***)/S inc. and local)
·

Lot a have the slop, top, from the enorm

top, on DICTLXCM).

Dolino NiA - 7 via

N(S) i =index (NS) ->TL

whore:AS= NSA+1-A

A projto RAS of space ((4/(XEX,(x14(x)
indox: ft->I is the Frodholm index of

a frodholm op.:index (FEclimlkoro-clim/her **.

Claim:I is a will-delined continuous sar, map

which oboys a log. law N(ST) = NISHNIT).

thm. (CHUNG-S. 1231 N ascends to a bijection

#:TOCAIFTL so that we obtain a complete



classification ofA.

Romarks:D Assuming fraust, insear. This reduces

the classical past that the winding Iclassifies

the space ofcontinuousmaps $-DX50b,

1500 e.g. Kroin, Widom,...;explained in [Graf-S. 2018]).

② Assuming covariant disorder this reduces to the

classical past thatU.lC*(RISEXL.

1800 og. Prodan-Schulz-Baldos 2016 book on

Bulk-Bory. Carrosp. Por D-classes).

③ In this loved this statementisnow AFAIK.

④No assertion on mob,
gap regime you(but

v/ obvious Cong.... working on it).

⑤ Cf. Afiyah-fanich 7hm.8 IfX is apt. Hansdorf

then (X-F(D]= W0(((X)). In particular,
if X =903, 10)5(10)) =No(((9031) =Th.



5. Small Dofour into Frohalm Op.

FBI) is Frodholm if

① Ker F, for F* linife dim.

② range (F) closed in of (> IIF41>CHIR

700, X ReRorCFH
Whonco index(F) =climber F-climberEPL

is well-defined.

The
space ICBD) ofsuch

operators oboys:
① index(F+G) = index(Fl V Geppf,

② index(FG) =indexCF V Ifll small.

and BTW, 101FEX (conf. wir.slsp. fop. home opnore

Examples:a indexinvotible) = 0

② O is NOT frodholm!

③ index (Mmxn) =m-n by rank-nality.

④ Lot bo the right-shift on RCN).

(RX)(n) =4(n+1) neN.

Mor(R) =(0]

hor(RM) =DCI
=>index(R) =- 1.



horck =[03
hor(R* =DCI

=>index(R)=- 1.

BIN NBER in two following sonso;

Mil"(TL) -> e2(4) proj onto states

within slap. (CN) < 1(TH,

Honc ROVeSTICARNC EROVGINS (RL

So N(S) = - 1.

⑥ Avron-Soitor-Simon 194: (IQHE)

For Landate Hamil, log I proj. onto

somo L,L,

Not a V =oxplearg(X,teXz)) is a right

shift within angular momentum space:

If8 is the angle of in the planes
u =xpliot

But &plio) is a shift in anymom.

justas opplis) is a shift in more.

Within one L.L., the angular mom. Soctor-CN)

since it states ofnegative any mom,



(Basic pastabout solo ofLandon H.)

> PUPP right shift on CPCN)

> indox (prp+pH = - 1.

Itturns out that ifP =Xcoy) (H),
index (PUP+PH) gives the Hall conductance

CLaughlin argument, Bellissara - ran fist-Schulz-Baldos)



6. Proof of Chiral ID Thu,

6.1. Why is AS frodholm when S

is local

S is local > I Sxyll ->C0uix
-y)

(x,y-7)

Claim:5 is local => [M.S] is <pt.
->

poof:FACT:Fis opt <= is Schaffon

class,

② (F1, - illExyl
(N.S]xy =InS-SNxy =InSxy - 1SNxy

= XN(y) Sxy - SxyXNy
= (XN(x) -XN(y)) Sxy

=> I (n,ST11, 11;/XN(x) -Lw/y)// Sxyll
xytTL

= IISyll+*LwlsyXEN,yETLXN



By doc,

# ISyll < [ 2pjulxzl
XEN,yETLXN XEN,yETLXN

= CE;8x&My > 0.
x>0

y /0

Claim!If Fis Frodholm and G is

a projsif. [Q.F]Ccpt, thou QF

is Froholm.

Prof FACT: CATHINSON'S THM.) F is frodholm!

iff G(paramotrix) i

1 - FG, 1-GFare both opt

Claim:RGis two param of RF.

Proof;1-(QF)(QG) =

= 1 - QFQGQ-at

= P-GFQGQ

=G(1 - FGG) Q

=a(1 - fG(Q +

G0]GQ-
p7. cpf,



But SCA is in.. F => NSCFX.

6.2 Continuity ofM and the

Logarithmic Property
Assume S,5A. NiTis. 7 990:if1S-515

Thou N(S =N(5).
↓
(N =1.I1) AS-N511 = 1/ NSA+ A*- N5A-1-11 =1N(S-5(N1 => 115-31).

Now follows via cont ofindex(Diondound).

Now, if S,SA, SICA t00 Since;

&IIS51NS115-111">0 no inc,

② Product oflocals is local

((1,55J =(n.5]5 +s(a.5])

and NCS1 +N(J) =indox(AS) + index (N5)

log. prop. I index ((NS(N5))
ofindox

INST(N5) =ASN5n +a+ =[N(SS)] +an]In
(p-5

But indexis stable on adding opt. ep.

Rm. Taking any infoger power ofa yields subjectivity.



6.3 The Pee Thorom

hot S,StA be given:NCS =N(5).
V.T.S. that Icont. path Vilocied
5.7. 1(0) =5, 5(1) =5.

Using the log. prop oquip. to NCS) =0 Thon

7path seat.

Recall KUIPER's THM.8thing, op. on 8(1)

are path-connected. Can't this work hors,

Since 5 is invertible!!!

10:locality will be violated.

Indeed, lniper works via;

A =1AlgiH spolar decomp. 7H=H*)

thou 8(7) =((1-7)(A) +11)&1i(1-5) HT
--

always ins always unitary

If Aislocal & in, so will (Al bo.

Howoor, in gonord H = -i log(A) will NOT

bo local unless log is analytic on (only
when SCAAH) #$%).

those statements rely on the combosthomas

estimate:If Fis analytic and I is local



Men f(S)==odz is

local too.

Nood an alformation rents.

①CS is local. So Iso IReN S

Is.hiSjRPas
=:g(k)

where Ri is the S op, horighthiff o

I and
I power Sj diagonal op. w/ st.

x,x+j

to1. Locality implies that
sop↓[SMSR is Canchy

in op. norm top, and its limit is S.

=> Astraight line path s-
sm

passes within A for a suff large;



①Due to inc being open it

can'tsuddenly pass through
non-invertibles.

② Turning offhoppings only
makes an e. moro local,

Morrower, by norm cone, NCS) =N(Sh1) =0.

Now by redimorization,

S(M = +BR +CR* on [(L)*DM

for some diagonal sop. A,5,5:7-MatID).

Not MIN (dop. On K).

Furthermore, since radio is unitary, this

process does not change W.

Afurther rodimorization yields

gck) = A+BR on QCLM (M= 2N)

100 [Graf-J. 2018], but now

N(A+BR) -[- M, 0JrK
India, if A=O, B =1 get N(R) = -M.



ifA = 1, B=0, gotN(1) =0.

Thm.IfATBR is ince, and

pi=-N(A+BR) =50,..., M3

Thon AABR may be path-conn, in

the class of op. LATBRSA,B inc.

10 Ep
++pR ~/ Pp i =1*8mp.

Proof:Based on a hhm, due to

[Bon-Artzi-Gohborg 1ai] on tho

spocfrum ofweighted-shiftope

Intuitively:ATBR is in

3
Ais ins, up to opt

③
1BR is ino. E BR can't have

spec, including -1.

But BR is a "weighted-shift op."
which has annular spectrum.



7. Epilogue-
Topics not included:

⑩ Mobility gap (= strong disorder.

①Bulk-Edge Cour,

② Conti-Disc. Corr,

③ Bulk-Edge Violation.

④Linear resp. Theory.
③ Interacting theory.
⑥ Beyond Aclasses.
⑦Kanos Euler materials.

⑧ Twisted bilayor graphone


